An ellipsoid-chain model for conjugated polymer solutions.
We propose an ellipsoid-chain model which may be routinely parameterized to capture large-scale properties of semiflexible, amphiphilic conjugated polymers in various solvent media. The model naturally utilizes the defect locations as pivotal centers connecting adjacent ellipsoids (each currently representing ten monomer units), and a variant umbrella-sampling scheme is employed to construct the potentials of mean force (PMF) for specific solvent media using atomistic dynamics data and simplex optimization. The performances, both efficacy and efficiency, of the model are thoroughly evaluated by comparing the simulation results on long, single-chain (i.e., 300-mer) structures with those from two existing, finer-grained models for a standard conjugated polymer (i.e., poly(2-methoxy-5-(2'-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) or MEH-PPV) in two distinct solvents (i.e., chloroform or toluene) as well as a hybrid, binary-solvent medium (i.e., chloroform/toluene = 1:1 in number density). The coarse-grained Monte Carlo (CGMC) simulation of the ellipsoid-chain model is shown to be the most efficient--about 300 times faster than the coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulation of the finest CG model that employs explicit solvents--in capturing elementary single-chain structures for both single-solvent media, and is a few times faster than the coarse-grained Langevin dynamics (CGLD) simulation of another implicit-solvent polymer model with a slightly greater coarse-graining level than in the CGMD simulation. For the binary-solvent system considered, however, both of the two implicit-solvent schemes (i.e., CGMC and CGLD) fail to capture the effects of conspicuous concentration fluctuations near the polymer-solvent interface, arising from a pronounced coupling between the solvent molecules and different parts of the polymer. Essential physical implications are elaborated on the success as well as the failure of the two implicit-solvent CG schemes under varying solvent conditions. Within the ellipsoid-chain model, the impact of synthesized defects on local segmental ordering as well as bulk chain conformation is also scrutinized, and essential consequences in practical applications discussed. In future perspectives, we remark on strategy that takes advantage of the coordination among various CG models and simulation schemes to warrant computational efficiency and accuracy, with the anticipated capability of simulating larger-scale, many-chain aggregate systems.